10 January 1969
København, Falkoner Centret, 9 Falkoner Allé, Denmark
Interview by Niels Olaf Gudme (23:32) between shows, for the ‘Afterbeat’ radio program


Brainwashing

NG: Do you believe in-uh, brain-washing as a, sort of, means of communication? 
NR: No, no
NG: You’ve just brain-washed me [ie during the 1st show], ah-huh, If you can say
JH : Oh, ah…
NR: There you go 
JH : Well it’s not really a brain-wash type thing, or else it wouldn’t be communication, it’d 
just be, like, you know, another scene. No, we believe, like, doin’ it really loud, as strong as to where it hit’s them in the chest, if it doesn’t hit ‘em in the mind, you know guh-huh
NG: Ha-ha-heh
JH : So we get ‘em some kind o’ way, you know, which sounds very ‘corny’ [ie ‘cheesy’], 
 so we’ll [in his cheesy ‘announcer’ voice:] ‘go on to another question’. Far-out 
NG: Huh-heh
JH : Huh-huh 
NG: O-kay, let’s have an-i’, an equally ‘corny’ [ie ‘cheesy’] ha-ha one
JH : Okay then

Are concerts important

NG: What importance do you attach to doin’ a concert?
JH : Pardon?
NR: Money
NG: What? Yeah, but, apart from that 
JH : Noel Redding says that, okay
NR: Heh-heh-heh
JH : Heh-heh
?   : Best friend in The World
NG: What do you’s f-feel about it Jimi?
JH : Heh-uh. Oh yeah, money too is groovy, but it’s, like-uh
NR: Heh-heh-heh
JH : I don’t know, it’s just, we all happen to, like, naturally like to play, you know, an’ so 
then we got this group together, an’ then we found out we can make money by playing, an’…
NR: No, it’s not that really, is it? We’re all musicians
JH : That’s what I’m sa’-that’s what I mean…
NR: Oh
JH : …“We all like to play,” you know?
NR: All right
JH : Heh-heh-hah. What do you think I said?
NR: I don’ know
JH : Heh-hah-hah-aah! Yeah, anyway, we like’, we like to, naturally, play heh-heh
?   : Ha-ha-ha
JH : And-uh…
?    : Do we?
MM: We like to play as well, yeah
NG: Are you sure? Huh-ha
JH : We-we all like to play, you know
NG: Yeah
JH : And so then f’, therefore we can still make money too, which is groovy
MM: We all like to play i-in a solid group
NG: [Over the top of Mitch:] Yeah
NR: Has anyone got a light?
NG: Sure
NR: Thank you
JH : [In cheesy TV announcer voice:] ‘Mitch, what do you have to say about that?’

Mitch

MM: Ah, well…
NG: [Over the top of Mitch:] Well, here, like a cigar?
MM: …we all like to play an’ make money
JH : [Over the top of Mitch:] Mhmm, yeah, I’ll take one
MM: …fucking Hell [exasperated at intrusions]

Radio talk

JH : Do you have one?
NG: Sure
NR: [In silly voice:] Baby
JH : Is this gonna be on radio?
NG: Yeah
NR: O-oh!
JH : [In cheesy voice:] ‘Hi Mom, hi Dad’
All : [Chuckles]
NG: Well-huh, we’ll do some editing heh
JH : Ah-t’-uh-huh-hah!...
NR: Can I say hello to my dog?
NG: Of course you can
JH : …uh-man. [over the top of Noel:] Bow-wow
NR: Go-h’… A-heh-hah
JH : Growl
NR: ‘ello Mother, and now…
JH : Ha-ha-heh! Heh-heh!
NG: Is that the name of your dog?
NR: What? No, no…

Cigars all round

JH : Oh, great. Thank you very much…
NG: Take one
JH : I’ll take heh, I’m taking that one
GS: Heh-heh-heh
NG: Yeah, well…
JH : I seen a ‘cat’ about thirteen years old, we was at school, until I stole a cigar, an’ he’s 
goin’ home, I says “Is that the way you do it? Wow, man, he knows how to smoke a cigar.”  So ever since then I’ve been doin’ it. 
NG: Hmm
JH : Imagine who could do it then. Do You bite the tips off these?
?    : Heh-heh-heh
NR: I don’t really know. Let’s have a look
NG: Doesn’t put you off, just fuckin’ cut the tip
JH : Do you bite the tip off
NR: Yeah, but it’s terrible
NG: You can…
NR: Use the clicker
NG: …use this one too
JH : Hit it. Like that?
NG: …use this one too
NR: Tit cutter!
JH : Ah-heh-heh! 
MM: Yeah
JH : C-c-c-come off [clicks cigar cutter], oh, what
MM: Noel you’re, looks like it’s, actually shaking hands
NR: A paramedic can’t do it, an’ he can just get…
NG: Yeah
?   : What I said was we used to push the brown skin…
?   : Rubbish
?   : …onto the spoon you’re on it
NR: Who did?
?   : …you lifted it up from…

Nils asks, who are you?

NG: Tell me about yourself?
NR: Who?
?   : It didn’t work though
JH : Ah-humph. Pardon?
NR: Where? 
NG: Tell me about yourself? Who are you?
?   : …the guy with the scissors
NR: Why would she? 
JH : Oh, well, I’m Nanny Mabely* number nine, ah-hunh
NR: Heh-heh-heh 
JH : This is Nanny Mabely number two
?   : I bit her
JH : This is, this is Nanny Mabely number ten
MM: Oh, I don’ know
NR : Where’s that?
?    : You learned this in school son?
JH : And that’s Nanny Mabely number eleven over there, by the brown stair
?    : Fuckin’ shut up soon or else?  scares off everything
MM: You never do anything
JH : Now, listen to me
?   : You know Australia, where there’s art…
MM: You shut up, man
JH : A-ha?
?    : You’re dreaming, sorry…
JH : Okay
?    : …I took a pair to fill one of these ha-ha anarchists
JH : Yeah, right, that’d be beautiful
MM: Now I hear you, you chancer… init
?    : That’s Coventry, you know about
NR : I hear Goa’s nice
JH : Okay, okay here we go, okay…
NR : Ha-ha, ain’t-yah, I’ll just sulk

It’s a three piece group

JH : …but don’t forget you all ask us all different questions, an’ all that, you know
NG: Yeah
NR : Ha-ha
JH : An’ then we’-it’ll be [pro nut lock?]
NR : Oh
JH : ‘Cause see the main thing that we’re tryin’ to do is now to get across the point … 
?    : Bless him
JH : … that it’s it is a three piece group, you know
NG: Yeah
JH : And, like-uh, you know, that actually the bad publicity, or the wrong type of publicity 
can really-uh, like, you know, get groups uptight about playing, and so forth, and get uptight about doin’ interviews and so forth
NG: Yeah
JH : ‘Cause-uh, you know, every member in the heh-heh, every member in a group should 
be really recognised… It’s

Noel
NG: Yeah… How did you get together in the first place?
JH : Hmm?
NR: Whaa?
JH : Time’s up
NR: I was walking down the street… heh… huh…
NG: Good
NR: …with a guitar and ten shillings, which is about ten crowns, or just over, in London, 
an’ I heard there was an audition somewhere at some club, so I went down there, an’ I met Master James, and we had a little play… around, you know, and somebody said - Chas - “Can you play bass,” I said, “No”… Voom… Heh-ha-ha…
JH : Didn’t have one?
NR: Played bass…uhh… cardboard replica though, learnt off tape recorder, uhh…
JH : Ah-hah
NR: …and-um, next day a Master Mitchell appeared, in a grey, flannel, cardboard suit
JH : Ah-hah-hah
NR: …uhh… two days later, it was very, very informal actually, it was just sort of, we were 
just…
JH : A jam session, actually
NR: …put together, you know, an’ then five, about a week we were working together. We 
had about four songs [sniffs]. That was in London. It was very, very… strange, actually,  the way it all… came together
JH : Yeah, it really was, we didn’t even know each other
NR: Very strange
NG: Hm
?   : Do you now?
NR: I’d a polo, d’you remember that black polo-neck
JH : Yeah
NR: It was good wa’n’ it 
JH : We dug Noel’s hair style, so then we fuckin’ [in silly conspiratorial voice:]  “You hired 
him? All right” 
NR: Heh-heh
JH : Did have a cigarette
NR: I didn’t have any… ‘cause of me chest
JH : He has all the little tight curls on it, though, hmm
?   : I ha-ha know, it’s tearin’
NR: Terrible init
NG: Do your background’s count to you now
?   : When he goes to his fart ground
NR: Yah, I’m sitting on it
All : [Laughter]
NG: Okay

Mitch again

NR: I don’ know, ask him
JH : What about talk to him [Mitch]
NR: Talk to him NG: Yeah, I’ll ask you
MM: Hello
JH : Mi’-he had me very upset
MM: [In a very muffled nasal speech problem voice:] ‘Come off it. Mitch Mitchell, hnnf, in 
        that good’ 
NR: [In a very BBC voice:] ‘Do your backgrounds count to you?’
MM: [In a very muffled speech problem voice:] ‘Well, it has been known the room came to 
us. Oh henry was it?’ Yeah, an’ I. No, I don’t know, an’ I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t say that. I mean you could say that if you like, man
NR: Background does, really
MM:I think actually, actually, joking aside, like. Noel went to work in Germany for, like, 
eight hours a night, for, like, thirty ‘quid’ [British pounds] a week, you know, which is just, like, blatant prostitution. But there again, you know, I think it sorts a few things out, ‘cause once you’re getting used to working those hours, same as Jimi’s worked with, you know, a lot of people all over the place. I mean, a really versatile performer, you know. I think it helps, because once you can do, if you can do that, you can stand anything, you know
NR: It’s a drain init?
JH : Yeah
MM: That’s what it is, man
?   : It’s plainly Hugh’s isn’t it 
MM: Failure to adjust, that’s the, that’s the bottom end 

Noel & Mitch

JH : Don’t see Queen do that, do you? 
JH : Well, it teaches you doesn’t it, you know. There’s lot’s of groups who, there’s these 
geezers, who ‘em, I’m not gonna say any names heh-heh… But you get these groups who they, sort of, form, and four months later have a hit, because somebody’s got a lot of money behind them. They go on the road, two weeks later-ha they all collapse
JH : Ha-ha-ha
NR: Because they can’t take it, an’ they have to get…
MM: From ‘nervous exhaustion’
NR: Right
JH : They can’t keep up the beer and cokes with the girls heh
NR: Yes, yes, and they have to go to a-a, a ‘funny’…
MM: All those naughty, naughty girls
NR: …a ‘funny farm’, and-um, because all of us have worked professionally since, sort 
       of…
JH : Ages
NR: …sixteen, you know
MM: Since time began
NR: An’-em, we’re all about twenty three, twenty four now, an’ that’s a long time, so I think 
that background does mean a lot, because I’m still standing up, anyway…
NG: Heh
NR: …and we’re all still standing up, so, eh…
JH : Yeah, we’re all still learning too, you know
NR: Right, you learn what’s life…
JH : So, you know, you don’t think about the past all that much, quite naturally you, you 
have groovy memories here and there
NR: Right
JH : You know
MM: Firstly roots of all
NR: Teaches you a lot don’ it
MM: But it’s not gonna help you now, has it?
NR: All with different things
JH : Yeah
NR: I can even look back on the, the past of this group, because it’s been over a long, long 
time, and there’s so many things we could, we could sit down and talk for hours about what we’ve done
JH : Yeah, really interesting things, yeah
NR: Yeah
MM: And there’s still so much to find out as well, you know
JH : Right
NG: Have you ever felt, uh, any, sort of, differences between you, the two of you being 
Europeans, Jimi being American?
NR: Oh, we shot him twice
MM: Yeah
NR: He, he cut my leg off
MM: Personally I hate him
NR: Mitch, Mitch
JH : He’…
NR: Mitch hanged him, uh, Jimi, em, sold me to a, a…
JH : Ha-ha-ha
MM: A white s’, a white slave dealer
NR:  A white slave dea-dealer in Egypt, ah…
JH : Ha-ha-ha
NR: …but otherwise, em… heh-heh-heh
?   : So a real problem’s solved
JH : What was the question?
NR: I, I can’t remember 
JH : Hee-hee
NR: Next question
NG: Well?
[Laughter]

Jimi on jazz

JH : Ask him to move
NG: We could talk of new, of, eh, musical differences then
JH : Hmm
NR: No not really, becau’…
JH : I’m talkin’, thank you
NR: I feel like a fool whew
JH : Yeah, we all have different backgrounds
NR: [Talking over Jimi:] Socket minds that
NG: Yeah
JH : Like Noel, for instance, he likes hard rock mostly, you know, like, uh…
NR: Bang, bang, bash 
JH : Yeah, the Eng’-the English rock, the new rock scene
NG: Yeah
JH : Mitch is more like in a, a modern jazz thing, you know, an’ I, I dig, my basic is blues 
mostly, you know
NG: Yeah… Hit it
JH : So then, therefore, like, when we go on stage now. Like, we haven’t been playing for 
six weeks, an’, like, we just, this is about the third night we’ve played together, you know, and, like, we’re doin’ more of a, like, a jam scene. The records Purple Haze and so forth and so on, all those are just like identification cards, you know. And, like, when we play in person, well, then that’s another side of different songs that we have on a record. That’s why we don’t play all our songs that you know us by, like Foxy Lady. I mean we play ‘em, but we don’t pay ‘em as much as we play other things, like jamming, or takin’ a Hansson and Karlsson number, for instance, or something
NG: Hmm… 
JH : Ri’ ‘Cause that’s what you call painting, it’s just like a artist paints
NG: Yeah
JH : Goin’ back to the question of-uh musical backgrounds-uh, [coughs] Have you had a-
had, had any connection with jazz, Jimi?
JH : No, I-I always-uh, felt insecure about jazz and all that…
NR: Yep, do it
JH : …’cause they can play so fast, you know, doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo
NG: It is, yeah
JH : Da-rut-dut-dut-diddle…
NR: You say…
JH : …dah-dah-dah, dah-dah
NR: Hey, listen…
MM: All very, yes
NR: You s’, say jazz though…
JH : Doo-doo-diddle-doo
NR: …but jazz is music, and we’re musicians, so how can we be… have a…
JH : Against it
NR: …past, with jazz, because jazz is just a part of music, we’re musicians, so…
JH : [and NG chuckle] Heh-heh
NR: …that-that doesn’t really mean anything, you know
NG: Yes, it does
JH : I know what you mean. Yeah, but he might get into it, just a image, mhmm
NR: Yeah, I know, but I just sort of expl’-broke it down
JH : Yeah, well, it’s a scene like-ah
MM: Yeah, just clarified it a bit for us 
NR: Well, that’s right init Jimi?

Where’s the drinks?

[Some one banging on the door]
NR: Oh, come out
JH : Stop all that bangin’!
MM: Bring out your dead!
[Someone enters]
NR: Is there any more beers?
?   : Don’t get funny…, you guys’ll get a bevy
MM: Is there any coca-cola?
?   : …you guys’ll get a bevy 

Back to the jazz

JH : Well, jazz is a thing like, like…
Girl: Whose is that
?   : I don’ know
JH : …like, for some musicians…
NR: Mine, I think it’s
JH : …they might, it might scare them first of all when you say jazz, you know, this-uh term 
jazz, but then, like, once you’re gettin’ into your own music, an’ all that, it’s almost equivalent, ha’-progressive rock, what they call br’-progressive rock now, it’s like another form of a-uh, you know, it’s in a class of it’s own, just like jazz is in it a class of it’s own, an’ so forth, you know
NR: And all the jazz musicians
JH : Pop music is supposed to be in a class of it’s own, but we’re gettin’ mixed up with 
pop music just like a lot of other groups, an’…
NR: Music’s music to me
JH : Yeah, right, you know, well, there’s different, you know
NR: It’s either good or bad
NG: Do you ever feel close to avant-garde jazz?
JH : Not necessarily
NR: I met her, I met her last week
JH : Not any closer than I do to Bach
NG: Mhmm
JH : ..or Suzie, or Mary-Jane
NG: Hmm
NR: Man
JH : Now, what’s your old-lady’s name? What’s her name?
NR: Susan
JH : Yeah, right, yeah
NR: Heh, I don’ know
JH : You’re a giggle
NR: Giggle, giggle, what? Ey?
JH : Ah-hah
NG: Yeah
NR: Yes, okay, hmm. Go and get some beers, aah


Mitch again

NG: Jimi reffered to you as a, sort of, more a… jazz oriented drummer, uhm. Have you 
had any experience with jazz bands… Mitch?
MM: No, I don’t know anything about it at all, I really don’t
JH : How about Georgie Fame tuh-heh
MM: Yeah, but I mean that’s neither one thing or another, you  know
JH : Oh, yes
MM: It’s just pseudo…
?    : I was reeking
MM: …pseudo, an’ pseudo jazz, you know
NG: Yeah
MM: I mean I don’t really care, because I know that a lot of people. I’ve got an interest in 
jazz, you know, but no, no more than I’ve got in any other kind of music, you know
NG: Right
MM: I think what we’re tryin’ to do is a, damn sight, more valid. You know, at least we’re 
lucky enough that people listen to us at concerts. I mean you walk into an average jazz club and people aren’t listening, you know, they just ch’-sit aound and talk, you know, I think it’s quite ill mannered. I’d rather be doing what I am doing now.
NG: Yeah
MM: But there’s a lot of so-called ‘jazz’ musicians, like, eh, as young guitarist Larry Coryell, 
and the, sort of, he’s interested, you know, in what’s happening, into the rock scene, because he came from a rock band… and people like Miles Davis, you know, so I went up to Miles flat, and he hadn’t got, sort of, one pop al’-he hadn’t got one-eh, jazz album at all, he just had pop albums, you know, it’s no different. It just depends what sort of mood you’re in
Girl: Well. I mean

Nils asks about Jimi’s past groups, Jimi gets annoyed

NG: Yeah, heh. Jimi tell me of, of your experience with blues bands in the States
JH : I-ah…
[Laughter]
JH : I don’ know, man, like. What experiences do you mean with blues bands? ‘Cause 
when we were in the States most of the time we went out giggin’ ourselves, we were always jammin’ with other people most of the time, or either loonin’ about, you know. Blues, or rock, or whichever
NG: Yeah, but, eh, yeah, I-I’m reffering to-oo-you know  
JH : You mean in the olden days?
NG: In the old, yeah
JH : Fuck, you keep talking about the past. You should, you should o’ heard about …
NG: Well…
JH : …all that before. Have you heard about…
NG: Mm?
JH : …all that beore
NR: He was just playing wasn’t he?
NG: Uhm
JH : I was playing behind soul groups…
NR: Wanit
JH : …so-called soul, top forty R & B mu’-um, people
NG: Mm
JH : Like Wilson Pickett…
NG: Mhmm, mhmm
JH : …an’ Otis Redding, an’, you know, Jackie Wilson an’ so forth… You know, this… You 
know, that’s all… That’s nothin’ to talk about now, wouldn’t interest me
NG: It seems you’re not so interested in your past, really?
JH : Not really, it’s just. I’ll write a book about it, one of these days, so I can entertain 
myself, and laugh, and all that, but, see that woudn’t, this is like the past, we’re not livin’ in the past, now. We’ll try to get somethin’ together far as music wise, you know
NG: Yeah, but don’t you think that-uh…
JH : Yeah, we think, [though?]
NG: …the present and the past, eh, sort o’, combine in the future?
MM: No, no, no, ruddy no 
JH : Whole past is nothin’ but beautiful memories and dreams
MM: The past is past, it’s nice, you know, it’s, it’s really nice moments, but it’s no life
NR: Yeah, but you said, um, what were your experiences with the past…
JH : Well, I…
NR: …blue bands
JH : [Sighs]
NR : … blues bands t’-ha-ha-all-right…
JH : Yeah, well, see…
NR: …let the blues out 
JH : …what you can, we’re up here doin’ a interview, an’ thinkin’ about, talkin’ about, 
maybe, some nice things that we could get into, or whichever, you know, but you’re talkin’ about the past. We’ll never progress far as interviews, new type interviews are needed
NR: All right
JH : Y’all keep hollerin’ about you want new type sounds, an’ all this…
NR: Is there any beer there?
JH : …well, well your interviews are crap

Where’s the drinks? again

NR: Is there any beer there?
JH : New type interviews are needed
?   : There isn’t anymore than that, man
JH : Hah?
NR: Let’s get some beer 
JH : Oh, yeah…
?   : Christ
JH : …he can, he can edit it though
?   : You knew that…
NR: Look, Gerry…
?   : I am goin’…
NR: …can you get us some beer?
?   : they weren’t gettin’ you enough in here, you know
JH : Hah?
GS: Ah, just cool everybody
?   : Is it? oh, I’m sorry
JH : Oh, I see, I’m sorry
?   : Yeah
NR: Oh, what?
JH : Mhmm. [Bum side out, anyway?]
?   : Still no one got any juice though, or drink
NR: Listen, we haven’t got any beer, oh! 
MM: Well, ain’t coke, or lemonade, or anything, man
NR: There’s no beer ‘ere 
?   : All right
GS: Well, I’ll get you some beer then, I’ll…
NR: [Annoyingly repeats himself] Can you get us some beer?
JH : Stop the tape recorder for a second
[Tape cut]

Nils asks, what about the future? (since Jimi doesn’t want to talk of the past) 

NG: Jimi, since you don’t-ah, wanna talk about, to the past. Tell me of the future then?
JH : …Ha-ha, oh wow, I feel like…
NR: [Mumbles:] Have one 
JH : Okay then. Oh I don’ know. We’re just workin’ on the hit-our own individual things now, you know
NR: Apart from your thing 
JH : There’ll still be the group, yeah. There’ll still be the group as, of ‘The-eh Experience’, 
you know, and plus we’ll all have our own individual-ah, interests. Like, we might be producing people, or might have our, you know, recording things [clears throat. Mitch or someone drumming on stuff in the background] And-uh, just get into our own bag, whatever
NR: What other futures can you think about?
JH : Ha-ha-ha
NR: Ha-ha
NG: Than that on, than that of your group?

Unknown man starts chanting & drumming

?    : [Chanting & drumming:] ‘I’m hungry now, ‘cause it’s foreign here’…
NR: Dying
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’Let’s say no, this human, come on’…
NR: Good skin, there you go
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’future, future’…
NR: Yeah
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’shouldn’t stay tomorrow’…
NR: Right
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’future, future, what about the future?’...
NR: Beautiful. This is Denmark, what about the future?
JH : Ha-ha-ha-uh
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’we’re livin’ in the present’
JH : You sound like our future bird
NR: Really in touch
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’never been, it’s a clearly defined’…
NR: Very… ‘Clearly defined’, you’re goin’ over his head
?    : [Chanting & drumming:] …’and economically distributed, but what about our future’

Jimi answers ”We’re gonna change the World… by putting acid in all the drinking fountains” [joke]

JH : Ha-ha, we’re gonna change…
NR: [Mumbles:] Difficult 
JH : …The World…
NR: [Mumbles something] 
JH : …we’re gonna try to change The World
MM: Get! 
NG: That’s what I wanted to hear you say
MM: I only wanna groove. Let me	follow
?    : I ha-ha think you’ve had it
NG: How are you gonna to change it?
JH : [Mumbles:] I don’ know
NR: We’re gonna buy it
[Laughter]
JH : We’re gonna put acid [LSD?] in all the-uh-uh drinking fountains
NG: Mhmm
JH : Ha-and-then…
NR: Sulphuric that is
JH : Ha-ha
NR: Ha-ha, whew
JH : Wow
MM: [In silly nasal American accent] ‘Are you a grass [ie marijuana] fan?’
NR: Yes
NG: So. What is that gonna do to people?
JH : It’s gonna blow there minds
?   : Heh-heh
NG: Yeah
JH : First of all
NR: And then eat ‘em away
MM: Oh, are they all just gonna…
NG: Is that’s the important thing about tomorrow?
JH : No. You asked a silly question, so I gave you a silly answer a-heh-heh
NR: What do you think about tomorrow, then? Hey?
JH : Heh
NG: I’m here to ask you
NR: Yeah, I know, but I’m askng you as well, so
JH : As far a’…
NR: Tomorrow is tomorrow. What go’-I-we-he can’t, he can’t say what’s gonna happen 
tomorrow
JH : We don’t know, man. We’re just living, man. We’re he’-we’re living, man. We’re tryin’ 
to do a gig tonight
MM: [In silly nasal speech] ‘Tomorrow is a new life’
JH : We’re gonna be makin’ better records…
NR: So you should boil that 
JH : …and so forth, we’re gonna take better time on it, you know
NR: I’ll ‘ave longer ‘air
[Giggle]
NR: Heh-heh, ‘e’ll, ‘e’ll, ‘e’ll, ‘ave a chin ha-ha
NG: Mm?
NR: Mitch will wear trousers, eh, woo, whooh, tomorrow [whistles:] whoo!

Nils asks, why not wear a skirt?

NG: Why not a skirt? heh
NR: Eh?
NG: Why not a skirt? 
NR: No… We, we gave them up about a year ago
JH : Heh-heh
NG: Too bad
JH : We gave them up. People thought we were funny
NG: Huh
NR: Ha-ha-ha

Jimi gets annoyed, says interviewers should ask more imaginative questions

JH : When you keep, it’s just like brain washin’ us, like that, when you keep askin’ the 
same old questions, hearin’ the same old questions over and over again, man. You don’t want to answer, you know, you just want to sit over there and play music, and, like [clears throat] You know, the, i-interviewers should have a little more-eh imagination nowadays
NR: Should we just, constipation
JH : Just like the music

Chanting & drumming man starts getting weird with Jimi & Noel

?   : Basically, trembling musicians should have a little more ad’-imagination. I sweep the 
streets, and you’re not made easy, yeah?
JH : Oh, man, why ‘on’t y’all, why ‘on’t y’all start playin’, why ‘on’t y’all play then, why ‘on’t 
y’all play music. 
?   : Look, I wanna sing you a song, where’s a guitar, okay
NR: Oh
JH : Well, why ‘on’t y’all start playin’ music then?
?   : Because I’ve been livin’ here five years, this is Denmark, yeah?
NR: Oh
JH: That’s personal, that’s personal
NR: Yeah
?   : Is it
JH : Yeah, man
NR: Yeah
?   : Is it? Look at the picture again
NR: Nah
JH : All we can do is just pound all the music in your chest…
?   : Listen to it
JH : …we’re musicians, man
?   : Listen to the music, your music again
MM: Maybe you should…
JH : Well, that’s what we want…
NR: We play it
JH : …that’s what we’re here for, for you to listen to the music, not to be sittin’ up here 
jabberin’ about the past
NR: Right
?    : Have you ever listened Jimi?
MM: Everybody tries to analyze everything, you know, why don’t they just let us get on 
with it
?   : [Creepy whisper] What they wanna know is how much you really feel it… feels fake 
Jimi

Jimi answers the man’s charge that he no longer “feels” the music

JH : [Sounding outraged] How much we really feel our music? Come to the gigs and find 
out
?   : This is, according to the network…
JH : This…
?  : …that’s how we know how much to love you, ‘cause they’ve been lovin’ you much, 
[smacks hands together] lot’s and not somebody... 
JH : So then therefore, you should understand where we’re at then
?   : You don’t seem to drink though, Jimi
NR: Well, we know how a’…
?   : ‘Course we do!
JH : That’s the more we get on stage
?   : It’s gonna happen!
NR: ‘Cause you know how much we like our music
JH : Heh
?   : It’s gonna happen!
NR: So, it’s about all there is to it…
?   : You can fuckin’…
NR: …nobody else knows except us three…
JH : Listen, listen, don’t want we, don’t resort to…
NR: …but that’s it 
JH : Those peope who come for the second time know what we are talkin’ about
NG: Yes
JH : The peope comin’ for the first time, the’-it’s up to them to decide. We’re not gonna s-s-
st-start sellin’ our music over the microphones by sayin’ “Yeah, well, come to the gig tonight, yeah, we’re really gonna pop it to you there, ‘cause we got somethin’ really groovy there,” we’re not gonna say that, because it might not be groovy, to-uh…
?  : Wha?
JH : …the person sittin’ next to the other one, who might dig us
NG: Anyway I…
JH : And therefore it’s all pure feeling… 
[Sound of bottles clinking in the background]
NG: Yeah
JH : …what we’re playin’ is complete honesty…
NG: Yup
MM: [As drinks arrive:] Oh, good lad
JH : …we’re playin’ each…
?   : You know
JH : …nothin’ but a thousand percent honesty, and it’s up to the people to, to-uh, dig it, or 
not dig it, and if they don’t like it we’re not gonna hate them, quite naturally you got a lil’, quite naturally we’re gonna like it if they do
NR: We-we-we play it, an’ that’s all
JH : That means we got through to somebody at least, you know…
NR: The only…
JH : …When they start…
NR: The only way we can define our music is that us three know it, and that’s about all 
because there’s no other way to a-a-a…
JH : Anyway, we don’t have any time to think about those things
NG: I-I-I, No
JH : We’re to busy fightin’ rebels

Nils tries to explain, but can’t get a word in

NG: I, I didn’t want you to, to-to try to…
JH : We…
NG: …just sell your music
JH : Yeah
NG: I-I wanted n’, I just wanted you to talk  
?   : Yeah
JH : Well, those people out there who’s listenin’ to this, man, half, if they’re gonna take this 
much time to listen to this much of the interview, well, they’re gonna know where we’re at in the first place, so gonna be that much interested as to where they might come an’ hear us one time, or listen on their record…
NR: Right
JH : …that’s the best way to talk nowadays, because the verbal language is goin’ out of 
style anyways…
?  : what about the …?
JH : …it’s-it’s too mu’- it’s too-it’s two faced, it, it’s too much two faced, it, you know
NR: I’ve got a fourth
MM: Mm
JH : So therefore, if you listen sometimes, you can, you can get a whole conversation 
through, maybe, about two bars of a song sometimes, that’s what music’s all about, it’s not, it’s not a… play-thing with us, it’s all serious, you know
NR: Let’s…
JH : That’s how we communicate, that’s how we communicate, is through music, and 
that’s all we can say, so far as interviews…
NR: Right
JH : …no tellin’ what you might get out of us, but a whole lot of blabbering an’ then it’s 
messin’ around…
NR: Ha-ha-ha
JH : …like we’re doin’ now, which is fun…
NR: Yes, of course
JH : …but, see music get’s-sometimes can’t be fun, sometimes you’re on there…
NR: Mmm, sure
JH : …and you really sweat it out because you’re really tryin’ to get yourself together far as 
music wise… and some, and sometime, sometimes you might have a really bad gig, you know, you know you played bad, and then all of a sudden these people might come around and say “Wow, that was great!”…
NR: [At the same time as Jimi:] Sayin’ “Whoo, great!…
JH : …you know
NG: No
NR: …baby, that was groovy, man”

Nils manages to ask another question

NG: And then what do you feel?
JH : Well, then I feel worse then…
NR: Yes
JH : …that makes me feel worse, you know, it’s, it’s, it’s, see all that, it’s to say music isn’t 
a game, you know, not with us…
NG: No
JH : …it’s really serious, but all this talkin’ about, you know, the past and so forth, I don’t 
nothin’ about that, so we had a clown with that, you know, we’ll play with it. It’s like watchin’ TV, another form of entertainment, probably… but music is a entertainment to us, it’s part of our lives  
NG: Yeah
NR: It is our life, init
JH : Dan-dan-dan-da-da-da-waaa-yum [ie The Star Spangled Banner tune]
NR: Da-da wrong one, wrong, wrong one - Happy birthday to queen
NG: Right
NR: Whats it? What’s the English? I don’ know
JH : Ha-ha
NR: God save our… [in ‘camp’ voice:] ‘precious queen’ ha-ha-ha-ha. Hey that would be a 
good’n wouldn’t it

Nils asks about the Star Spangled Banner

NG: To what extent this-ah, that playin’ of the Star Spangled Banner are y’all put a look a 
political comm-ent
JH: Did you hear those bullets in the middle of it?
NG: Yeah, I did, yeah
JH : Oh, well, there
NG: Yeah
JH : That’s our interpretation of America for instance, what we’ve seen over the last time 
around
NR: Pretty violent
JH : Not necess’-well, you know, it’s just everything, it’s extremes of everything, which is 
the sign of a country gettin’ ready to g’-runnin’ the brake of goin’ mad…
NR: Yeah
JH : …and runnin’ the brake of exploding, you know. He was complainin’ about Denmark, 
man, half the Americans wish they was livin’ in Denmark this very second
NR: Cool, yeah
JH : They wish they was bored to death and do nothin’ but just make love to-uh, girls and 
nothin’ but read beautiful-ah, nasty magazines an’…
NR: Haa
JH : …and look at their beautiful water and breathe all this fresh air and ride bicycles and 
stuff like that
NR: And not get shot every night
JH : And not get shot at, yeah
NR: All right
JH : And, like, you’re talkin’ about, you know, oh wow. There’s a whole lot of Americans 
wish they was over here that’s how uptight America is. So, therefore it comes through and start’. You know, when we play tonight here in Denmark, or wherever we might play. We don’t have time to dissect what country we’re gonna play what music to. We just have to go by feeling and therefore ‘that’ [ie the Star Spangled Banner] came out that particular time there, because we is so peace of mind for instance, you know, you’re playin’ America where everything is goin’ at a thousand miles an hour, just like that, you know, and also you can go to Sweden, everything is so peaceful and, and passive, and then you come to Denmark and everything is so groovy and mild, you know, and then, you know, we resp’-you know, we appreciate all that kind of scene and therefore we, we express to the audience what we might have witnessed in the last few months, if they’re listenin’ to our music properly. If they’re really listenin’ to our music, they know exactly. It’s just like us sayin’ “Oh, hi y’all,” you know, “Guess what we’ve been through in the last few months,” an’ all of a sudden it comes out in the music, you know. That’s why it’s all, all real to us, you know, ‘cause…
NR: Like, ‘cause we’re still playing… [whispers] ‘Cool and easily, [peasants?]’
JH : We can hard’, I can hardl’, you know, we all could hardly wait to go out there and start 
playin’ again, I mean the second show
NG: Mmm
JH : That’s why sometimes interviews, you know, you get all mixed up, an’ you get all 
stoned and whacked out your mind, ‘cause you don’t wanna know about it in the first place sometimes I don’ know, it’s just a frustrating thing sometimes
NR: And you have to sit around…
JH : You know
NR: …for about three hours in between
GS: Now seem to have five minutes to go, when I messed you up
JH : Yeah, an’, you know, an’… so, I don’ know, it’s just a frustratin’ thing, sometimes, you 
know
NG: Yeah
JH : In our next two alb’-LPs you’ll probably hear a little more, what’s that, you know, you’ll 
probably hear it a little more directly, you know. It’s been so personal, our music has been so personal on the last three LPs…
?   : Go, one, two, three…
JH : [Starts to sound annoyed]…oh, let it. Yeah, okay, we’ll go down there in five 
minutes…
?   : Of course
JH : …let’s finish the interview, all right?
NR: What? What’ve we got to do?
JH : Nothin’. Let’s just finish this interview, okay
NR: Yeah, indeed
JH : All right. Is there any more questions you want to do?

Nils gets to ask another question, but Jimi tells him to ask Noel

NG: Yeah, ah, do you feel as a poet as well as a musician?
JH : Not necessarily, I just feel like sayin’ exactly what I wanna say in my own way, an’, 
like, M-Noel’s written a whole LP, you should be asking him some questions about writing too
NR: Hegh, ha-ha
NG: Yeah
NR: Well, you can say that…
NG: Tell me about it
NR: Well, I don’ know, I can’t say, I’ve just written some songs…
JH : [Cough-wheezes] Don’t know
NR: …haven’t I, but you say, “Is it like a poet?” well, a poet is similar to an artist, an 
artist…
JH : [Clears throat noisily] 
NR: …is similar to a sculptor, and a musician and so on, it’s all in the same thing, init
NG: Yeah, like one said, “It’s all art”
NR: Eh?
NG: The-there’s one, li’ one said, “It’s all art,” just
JH : Yeah
NG: Yuh
NR : I-It’s, it’s an odd arse…
JH : [In weird squeaky voice (cough?)] Yeah
NR: …that’s all it is…
JH : [Clears throat]
NR: …that’s all it is…
NG: Go on
NR: There is finer musicians, or artists usually
NG: [Chuckles]
JH : Oh, I don’ know, you laughed at me

Jimi answers

JH : If you’re really sincere what you’re tryin’ to get across you don’t get a chance to brand yourself any kind of name…
NG: Mhmm
JH : …like ‘poet’, or somethin’, you know… You let the people do that, an’ the, an’ the 
people get to decide it?…

Noel recites an amusing verse

NR: Spring is sprung, the grass is riz, I wonder where the fuckin’ birdies is?
?   : [In background:] …‘fuckin’ bird…
JH : Ha-ha-yeah
?   : [Someone laughs in background]

Jimi responds with a far better one, Noel appears annoyed at this

JH : May the bleeding piles torment you and corns adorn your feet, may crabs as big as 
cockroaches get among your bollocks and eat
NR: [Interupting sarcastically] Ha-ha-ha
JH : May you grow old and feeble and turn into a nervous wreck
NR: [At the same time as Jimi in a sarcastic immitating manner:] Duh-duh, duh-duh 
JH : May you fall right through your asshole and break your god-damn neck ha-ha
NR: [At the same time as Jimi:] Neck
?   : [Laughter]
NR: Nice. Do you want another one?
JH : Shakestick [play on Shakespeare]
GS: Thought that was your idea
NR: [Very insulting] That was, yeah, as ‘wank’ [ie masturbation] 
GS: [Laughs]
NG: So it’s all one thing to you, really?
JH : Yeah
NR: What is? 
JH : Oh, please don’t…
NG: He-ha-ha was havin’ a crisis
JH : …let’s don’t prolong
NR: Ey?... All one thing? 
GS: It’s bollocks…
NR: Yeah, it’s all one thing, that. The whole thing is one thing, really
GS: …They go, “Can’t let it go,” that five minute interview, I’ve waited that long ha-ha

*Jimi was a fan of Harlem commedienne ‘Moms Mabely’ a woman who although elderly at this time always appeared older than she was, hence the ‘Nanny’





